
Our survival reflexes cause us to focus on our own needs and wants. Any hint of a 
slight to our self esteem, or connection with our partner and our survival reflex kicks 

into self protection mode.  We take it personally. We find ourselves defensive and on 
edge, or teary and anxious when our partner says or does something that hurts our 

feelings or makes us feel slighted. At that moment we are completely focused on our 
own pain, our own sense of loss and hurt. Then we go about our day and our 

interactions with our partner  focused on our own wounds, completely oblivious to the 
pain that may be in our partner’s heart. 

Our insistence on seeing things from our own perspective and not seeing the 

interaction or the problem through the other person’s eyes sends us down a path of 
disconnection. The truth is that NOTHING that our partner does or says is really about 

us. Yes, its true! I know thats a confusing thought, but it’s SO true. Our history, our 
wounding, our unique perspectives are what cause our reactions - not our partner! 

Yes, our partner may trigger our reaction; but our reaction is based on our point of 
view, not what actually occurred.  Whatever your partner said or did is not really about 

you, so get over it.  Have some empathy for your partner and allow yourself to 
remember who your partner is and why you chose them. 

But that’s not what we do. We steam, we fume, we regurgitate past wounds and we 

focus on our partner’s history of slighting us.  We build a case against our partner that 
makes us out to be the victim and our partner out to be the bad guy in our story.  

Makes a great story, but a terrible partnership. 

The magic glue that can trip up the tirade of slights burgeoning in our heads is 
appreciation.  When we feel slighted, if we will just take a few breaths and step back 

from the hurt long enough to look at our partner with appreciation for all that our 
partner is and does; we can change everything. 

Look at every aspect of your partner.  What do they do for you? What do they say about 

you? What is it about their appearance that you enjoy? What is it about the way they 
talk that you enjoy? Appreciate even the smallest moments.  Look at the big picture 



and appreciate the long term commitment this person may have made to you and your 
life. Take an inventory of all the great things this person adds to your every day. 

Only after you have done that, do you address the wounding. Then come from a place 

of empathy, ownership and respect and you’ll find you are way more compassionate 
than self protective and accusatory in your response. Your partner will hear your pain 

with more compassion themselves. In fact, at that point you have an opportunity to 
discover more about each other than you knew before. The closeness that results 

magnifies the power of appreciation. 

Try this with your friends, your kids, your parents… it changes everything! 


